Stones & Bones
An exploration of our Ancestry
Using the sounds, breaths and movements of Continuum’s Fluid Intelligence
27-29 April 2018, 10-17 h
Zürich, Switzerland
3-day Continuum Workshop with Volker Moritz

In many indigenous cultures, bones hold the memory of our ancestors. They are the entrance into the
connection with the oldest living memory of our history. Only in connection with gravity and ground, bones
come into existence. In the same way, we will use ground and gravity to feel our existence.
Stones are the bones of the earth. They are the actual substance of something, that once was alive and
moving. And even what looks like apparent stillness, they
vibrate, talk and give directions, once we slow down enough
and listen.
With the sounds and breaths of Continuum, we allow our
systems to calm down and become still. At the same time, we
will move, vibrating the fluids within our bones. Going into
resonance with the rocks and stones of our surrounding,
receiving their wisdom. Discovering the direct connection of
bones – ground – ancestry. Allowing the stones to move us.
Continuum experience is not necessary. This workshop is open for everybody, regardless
your background, state of health or ability to move.
Costs: CHF 380, until 15th February: CHF 300. (Should money be a problem, please contact
the organizer.)
Volker Moritz (born in South Africa, 1971) works as a psychologist, sexologist and
bodyworker in his own practice in Amsterdam. For more than 25 years, he has been
researching various forms of spiritual and physical healing, including the bodywork & healing
art from the Maoris of New Zealand. He loves teaching worldwide the liberation of our body,
to regain inner connection, and trust in the power of nature.
www.volkermoritz.com
For information and registration, please contact Corinne Leemann at +41795734332, puraluna@gmx.ch

